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Direct Selling Success
From Amway to Zombies
Randy Gage

The eagerly awaited sequel to the worldwide bestseller How to Build a Multi-Level 
Money Machine from Direct Selling icon and Hall of Famer Randy Gage

Randy Gage revolutionized the Direct Selling profession with the bestselling phenomenon 
How to Build a Multi-Level Money Machine, translated into more than 20 languages. Now 
he’s at it again with the long-waited sequel: Direct Selling Success. This all-new book is the 
ultimate textbook on creating success in the business. You’ll learn everything from choosing 
the right company, finding the best candidates, becoming a rock star recruiter–to advanced 
skills like making powerful presentations, becoming a leader, and creating a leadership 
factory on your team.

About the Author

Randy	Gage (Miami Beach, FL; www.randygage.com) is the author of eleven books 
translated into 25 languages, including the New York Times bestsellers, Risky Is the New Safe 
and Mad Genius. 

Subject 1: Business

Subject 2: Entrepreneurship

Icon: URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119594553

RANKS: B

Sequence:2

ISBN: 978-1-119-59455-0 
Paper � 208pp � Sep 2019 
€19.90

Swim!
How a Shark, a Suckerfish, and a Parasite Teach You 
Leadership, Mentoring, and Next Level Success
Walter Bond

A	fascinating	story	about	the	power	of	networking,	connection,	and	mentorship 

Written as an engaging parable, Swim! How a Shark, a Suckerfish, and a Parasite Teach You 
Leadership, Mentoring, and Next Level Success brings to life real-world challenges (and their 
solutions) and presents them in simple, yet powerful terms. The book explores the vital 
importance of networking, explores the steps that lead to successful networking, and 
explains why we need it. 

Swim! dives deep into the concepts of mentorship and the power of human connection. 
While too many business leaders spend their time obsessing about facts, figures, and the 
bottom line, it is more important for them to learn to manage relationships. Once attention 
shifts to relationships, businesses and careers can reach the next level of success. Written 
by a leading motivational speaker, this book offers ideas that can be applied to both 
personal and business life.

�� Understand the importance of establishing habits and rituals

�� Tap into the power of a positive mindset

�� Discover the value of teamwork

�� Learn to use intentional language about workplace culture

About the Author

Walter	Bond is a former professional basketball player and successful motivational speaker. 

Subject 1: Business

Subject 2: Leadership & Management

Icon: URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119573564

RANKS: B

Sequence:3

ISBN: 978-1-119-57356-2 
Cloth � 176pp � Sep 2019 
€21.90

EN T R EPR EN EU R SH I P

L E A D ER SH I P  &  M A N AG EM EN T

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119594553
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119573564
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M A R K E T I N G

Duty of Care
An Executive Guide for Corporate Boards in the Digital Era
Alizabeth Calder

A much needed guide for board directors and leaders who need to get up-to-speed and close their 
digital knowledge gap in order to make the right decisions about digital technology investment and 
deployments. Written in easy-to-read language, this book targets directors and executives who want to 
protect themselves from risks ranging from massive cyber security breaches to digital infrastructure 
investment mistakes.

ISBN: 978-1-119-57815-4 � Cloth � €37.90 � Jul 2019 � 288pp

Subject 1: Business

Subject 2: Leadership & Management

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119578159

RANKS: C

Sequence:4

Follow the Feeling
Branding Yourself in a Noisy World
Kai D. Wright

In a world of increasing digital connectivity, the most important signal of brand health is simply how you 
make others feel; and brands that resonate the strongest maintain a consistent, positive feeling across 
five branding territories — lexicon, audio cues, visual stimuli, experience, and culture (LAVEC).

Based on research of 1,500 innovative and fast-growing companies, from Disney to SoulCycle, he uses 
pop culture to capture the attention of busy executives looking for practical ways to protect, build, and 
reboot their brands for growth. Combining his roots in economics from The University of Chicago and his 
academic teaching in communication at Columbia University, he breaks down the five parts of any brand 
that matter most through high-growth, industry defying, and global examples of brands nailing and 
failing to win customers. 

ISBN: 978-1-119-60049-7 � Cloth � €26.90 � Sep 2019 � 256pp

Subject 1: Business

Subject 2: Marketing

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119600499

RANKS: C

Sequence:5

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119578159
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119600499
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The Art of Healthy Living
How Good Nutrition and Improved Wellbeing 
Leads to Increased Productivity, Vitality and 
Happiness
Denise Kelly

The Art of Healthy Living will highlight how every aspect of your life can be transformed 
with healthier food, better fitness, and the right emotional support - all making you 
smarter, more productive and motivated in both your personal and professional life. 
This book explains how to make simple changes to your lifestyle and diet, to get the 
results you want. The Art of Healthy Living will show you:

�� How nutrition will enhance energy levels, mental clarity and stability

�� How to achieve a toned and healthy-looking body

�� How to increase your creativity and personal development

�� How to aid performance levels in work, sport and daily life

About the Author

Denise Kelly is a passionate and motivating Naturopathic Nutritional Therapist who 
has seen and helped many clients over the years teaching about the power of good 
Nutrition, and keeping mentally and physically strong to get the best out of life.  She 
is founder of The Wellbeing Company consultancy and delivers seminars all over the 
world. She has three regular columns in a variety of newspapers with many loyal 
followers.  She believes strongly that we do not need to live with pain and discomfort, 
and her goals for her clients are to motivate, improve their energy levels, body shape, 
weight management, focus on health, mental/mind approach, and to improve their 
general overall well being, energy and lifestyles.

ISBN: 978-0-85708-811-6 
Paper � 256pp � Sep 2019 
€15.90

SEL F  H EL P

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0857088114
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The Corporate Culture Survival Guide, 3rd Edition
Edgar H. Schein & Peter Schein
Sloan School of Management Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Corporate culture begins with the founder, and evolves—or not—over time. Is your culture working for or 
against your organization? How can it be optimized? This book separates the truth from the nonsense to 
provide real-world guidance on initiating and managing cultural change. 

�� Understand when to assess your culture, and how to do it objectively 

��  Learn how cultures evolve and change over time, for better or worse 

�� Discover the reality of multiculturalism amidst the rise of globalization 

Evolve your culture to more effectively serve your organization 

ISBN: 978-1-119-21228-7 � Cloth � €32.90 � Sep 2019 � 256pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-29371-3

Subject 1: Business

Subject 2: Self Help

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119212286

RANKS: C

Sequence:6

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119212286
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Fitbit For Dummies
Paul McFedries

Take a complete tour of the Fitbit ecosystem

From Fitbit features to the Fitbit app to the social features of Fitbit.com, this approachable 
book covers everything you need to know to get the most out of your Fitbit wristband or 
watch. Whether you’re a fitness newcomer, a regular walker, or a long-time exerciser, your 
Fitbit is a powerful device that can tell you much more than how many steps you take each 
day. This book offers easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions for tracking all that data and 
getting the most out of your Fitbit investment. 

�� Go beyond steps to track sleep, heart rate, weight, and more

�� Set up your health and fitness goals — then go for them!

�� Connect to third-party apps such as Strava and Weight Watchers

�� Stay motivated by sharing your activities with friends

It’s one thing to simply wear your Fitbit, but it’s quite another to use your Fitbit to reach your 
personal health goals. Whether that goal is to get fit, lose weight, eat better, or reduce stress, 
your Fitbit has settings and features that can help you get there. And this book shows you how!

About the Author

Paul	McFedries has been writing technical books since 1991 and has published more than 95 
books that have sold over four million copies worldwide. Paul is a lifelong runner, hiker, and 
fitness nut with a fairly ridiculous collection of GPS watches, heart-rate monitors, fitness apps, 
and other health-related tracking gear. Paul is also the proprietor of Word Spy (wordspy.com), 
a website that has been tracking recently coined words and phrases since 1995.

ISBN: 978-1-119-59231-0 
Paper � 300pp � Sep 2019 
€21.90

PER S O N A L EN R I C H M EN T

Fortnite For Dummies
Bill Loguidice

Play, and survive, in the game of Fortnite!

Zombies. Battle. Survival. Fortnite has it all – and if you want to keep your gameplay going 
until the bitter end to outlast your competition, this book is the ace in your back pocket!

�� Choose a gaming platform

�� Download and optimize the game

�� Play in each of the gameplay modes

�� Scavenge, loot, and collect resources

�� Avoid death and outlast your opponents 

Who will be the last person standing? When you want to outlast the competition and make 
Fortnite yours, this book makes it easier than ever to come out on top.

About the Author

Bill	Loguidice is a critically acclaimed technology author and journalist, as well as co-
founder and Managing Director for the online publication, ARMCHAIR ARCADE, and co-
founder of creative services firm, ARMCHAIR CREATIVE SERVICES. He is a noted videogame 
and computer historian and subject matter expert. Bill is also a Strategy and Content Lead 
for AtGames Digital Media, a leader in interactive videogame and computer entertainment 
experiences, and an editorial board member for THE COMPUTER GAMES JOURNAL

Fortnite For Dummies

ISBN: 978-1-119-60610-9 
Paper � 300pp � Sep 2019 
€15.90

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119592313
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119606101
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ACCO U N T I N G SPEC I A L  TO PI C S

Detecting Accounting Fraud Before It’s Too Late
Oriol Amat

Accounting fraud is the deliberate manipulation of accounting records in order to make a company’s 
financial performance seem better or worse than it actually is. Accounting scandals often have 
catastrophic consequences for shareholders and employees. Thus, analysts and auditors must be 
equipped to detect accounting fraud.

This book is a comprehensive guide to detecting accounting fraud for auditors investigating accounting 
fraud and analysts/managers seeking to prevent it. A wide variety of warning signs are described, as are 
several techniques for detecting and addressing fraud.

�� Understand the motivations and warning signs behind accounting fraud 

�� Get to know how accounting fraud is done and how to detect it 

�� Avoid the losses that often come from accounting fraud 

�� Benefit from case studies throughout to that help illustrate the author’s points 

Series: The Wiley Finance Series � ISBN: 978-1-119-56684-7 � Cloth � €45.90 � May 2019 � 208pp

Subject 1: Finance and Accounting

Subject 2: Accounting Special Topics

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119566843

RANKS: C

Sequence:7

Cryptocurrency Mining For Dummies
Peter Kent & Matt Millen
Consultant

Find out the essentials of cryptocurrency mining

The cryptocurrency phenomenon has sparked a new opportunity mine for virtual gold, 
kind of like the prospectors of a couple centuries back. This time around, you need some 
tech know-how to get into the cryptocurrency mining game. This book shares the insight 
of two cryptocurrency insiders as they break down the necessary hardware, software, and 
strategies to mine Bitcoin, Ethereum, Monero, LiteCoin, and Dash. They also provide insight 
on how to stay ahead of the curve to maximize your return on investment. 

�� Get the tech tools and know-how to start mining 

�� Pick the best cryptocurrency to return your investment

�� Apply a sound strategy to stay ahead of the game Find cryptocurrency value at the source

From the basics of cryptocurrency and blockchain to selecting the best currency to mine, 
this easy-to-access book makes it easy to get started today!

About the Author

Peter	Kent (Denver, CO) is a long-time tech author who’s focused on online business 
building and marketing through his career. He is author of SEO For Dummies along with the 
online course Crypto Clear: Bitcoin & Cryptocurrency Made Simple. 

Matt	Millen (Denver, CO) is founder of the Denver Crypto Group, a 1000+ member group 
focused on helping new cryptocurrency investors understand the topic and market. Matt 
has mined 30 different currencies with his rig.

ISBN: 978-1-119-57929-8 
Paper � 384pp � Sep 2019 
€26.90

F I N A N C E & I N V E S T M EN T S SPEC I A L  TO PI C S

Private Capital Investing
The Handbook of Private Debt and Private Equity
Roberto Ippolito

�� Builds a bridge between the study of the topic and its use in real-world situations by combining academic 
rigor with practical application

�� Each chapter contains practical examples, case studies, sample legal clauses and contracts, and Q&A for 
each chapter to test understanding. Excel spreadsheets are available for download from a companion site

�� Test bank of questions for lecturer use hosted on companion site

�� The only book on the market which provides a step by step, detailed and comprehensive approach to deal 
analysis

Series: Wiley Finance � ISBN: 978-1-119-52616-2 � Cloth � €55.90 � Sep 2019 � 256pp

Subject 1: Finance and Accounting

Subject 2: Finance & Investments Special Topics

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119526167

RANKS: C

Sequence:9

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119566843
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119579295
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119526167
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D EN T I S T R Y

M ED I C I N E

Management of Dental Emergencies in Children and Adolescents
Klaus W. Neuhaus & Adrian Lussi

�� Covers all types of paediatric dental emergencies including tooth substance loss, open pulp in permanent 
and deciduous teeth, missing teeth, oral health conditions and non-infective dental conditions 

�� Clinical relevance is highlighted throughout with the use of clinical vignettes and photographs

�� With contributions from experts across multiple disciplines; endodontists, restorative dentists, paediatric 
dentists, prosthodontists and orthodontists

�� Features a companion website with interactive questions and case studies to further improve clinical 
reasoning

ISBN: 978-1-119-37264-6 � Paper � €73.90 � Jul 2019 � 312pp

Subject 1: Health Sciences

Subject 2: Dentistry

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111937264X

RANKS: C

Sequence:10

Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology, 2nd Edition
A Diagnostic Approach
David MacDonald
University of British Columbia, Canada

�� Provides extensive flowcharts detailing the steps of diagnosis and decisions

�� Features more than 700 clinical images demonstrating the concepts discussed, with more images covering 
cone beam computed tomography, positron emission tomography and interventional procedures

�� Discusses differences in the demographic, clinical and radiological presentations and outcomes of 
treatment due to ethnicity

�� Presents practical approaches firmly grounded in the scientific literature, focusing on the most common 
and important lesions

�� Includes perspectives from experts in various specialty areas, including medical radiologists, oral and 
maxillofacial radiologists, functional imaging specialists, and radiation oncologists

ISBN: 978-1-119-21870-8 � Cloth � €185.00 � May 2019 � 464pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-0-8138-1414-8

Subject 1: Health Sciences

Subject 2: Dentistry

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119218705

RANKS: C

Sequence:11

Cancer, 2nd Edition
Prevention, Early Detection, Treatment and Recovery
Gary S. Stein & Kimberly P. Luebbers
University of Massachusetts, Worcester, Massachusetts

�� Incorporates recently acquired insight into the genetic and epigenetic parameters of cancer biology and 
pathology with indications of emerging clinical applications

�� Contributions from leaders in cancer research, cancer care and clinical trials to provide an accurate and 
balanced understanding of cancer and the cancer patient

�� Content will illustrate the importance of cancer prevention, early detection, treatment and survivorship, 
linking cancer research to clinical trials, then translating to advancing standards of care

�� Expert editors bring experience and perspectives of a Cancer Center Director with longstanding 
experience in cancer research and a Cancer Center Administrator/Cancer Clinical Trials Director with a 
background in oncology nursing and dedication to cancer patient care

ISBN: 978-1-118-96288-6 � Paper � €91.90 � Jun 2019 � 350pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-00958-1

Subject 1: Health Sciences

Subject 2: Medicine

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118962885

RANKS: C

Sequence:12

Cancer, 
2nd Edition

Cardiac Problems in Pregnancy, 4th Edition
Uri Elkayam
Professor of Medicine, Obstetrics, and Gynecology and Director of Maternal Cardiology, University of Southern 
California, Los Angeles, CA, USA

�� Coverage of all elements of maternal cardiology

�� Newly written chapters featuring fresh research and data

�� Guidance on performing risk assessments and interventions both prior to and during gestation

�� Explanations of a range of diagnostic and therapeutic approaches to cardiovascular disease in pregnant 
patients

ISBN: 978-1-119-40979-3 � Cloth � €182.00 � Sep 2019 � 456pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-0-471-16358-9

Subject 1: Health Sciences

Subject 2: Medicine 

Icon:

RANKS: C

Sequence:13

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111937264X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119218705
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118962885
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Neglected Tropical Diseases
Drug Discovery and Development
David C. Swinney, Michael Pollastri, Raimund Mannhold, Helmut Buschmann & Jrg Holenz
University of Dusseldorf, Ge, Aachen, Germany & Laboratorios Dr. Esteve, Barcelona, Spain

�� This is the first book of its kind to offer a guide that follows the World Health Organization’s list of 
neglected tropical diseases
�� The authors all are experts on the topic and address the development of effective treatments for 12 
crippling infectious diseases that affect almost 20% of the world’s popluation
�� The book includes information on the common approaches and the most important factors that lead to 
the development of new drugs for treating tropical diseases
�� Individual chapters review 12 neglected tropical diseases that are grouped by infectious agent, from 
viruses to bacteria to eukaryotic parasites
�� For each of these diseases, the book explains the unmet medical need and explores the current and 
potential drug discovery strategies
�� The book also includes information on potential drug compounds derived from natural products

Series: Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry �  
ISBN: 978-3-527-34304-1 � Cloth � €159.00 � Sep 2019 � 352pp

Subject 1: Health Sciences

Subject 2: Medicine 

Icon:

RANKS: C

Sequence:18

Common Contact Allergens
A Practical Guide to Detecting Contact Dermatitis
John McFadden, Pailin Puangpet, Korbkarn Pongpairoj, Supitchaya Thaiwat & Shan Xian Lee
Senior Consultant Dermatologist, Cutaneous Allergy Department, St John’s Institute of Dermatology, London, UK

�� Offers universally applicable guidance on when and how to perform patch testing, as well as how to 
interpret test reactions and arrive at accurate diagnoses

�� Characterizes allergens from the Standard Baseline Series, the International Series, and the T.R.U.E. Test 
Series

�� Profiles allergens such as metals, fragrances, medicaments, rubber chemicals, plant chemicals, hair and 
clothing dyes, excipients, and resins

�� Contains case reports, clinical images, patch test tips, and more

�� Features color-coded exposure templates for easy consultation

�� Provides key pointers on how to take patient histories and handle challenging cases

ISBN: 978-1-119-40566-5 � Paper � 130.00€122.00 � Sep 2019 � 384pp

Subject 1: Health Sciences

Subject 2: Medicine 

Icon:

RANKS: C

Sequence:14

Common 
Contact 

Allergens

Essential Forensic Medicine 
Peter Vanezis
Barts and London School of Medicine

�� A fresh, accessible, up to date, textbook on forensic medicine

�� This unique lecture note style text will act as guide to key forensic medicine topics as well as a handy 
revision guide to help readers succeed in their end of course exams.

�� Written by a recognized expert, with 35 years of experience, this authoritative guide will provide 
invaluable insights gained from working in the field.

�� Highly practical guide, including numerous figures and tables and detailed lists of key information.

�� Includes numerous case studies to reinforce key concepts and ideas explored within the book.

Series: Essential Forensic Science � ISBN: 978-0-470-74863-3 � Paper � €42.90 � Sep 2019 � 456pp

Subject 1: Health Sciences

Subject 2: Medicine 

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=047074863X

RANKS: C

Sequence:16

Essential 
Forensic 
Medicine

Medical Statistics from Scratch, 4th Edition
An Introduction for Health Professionals
David Bowers
The Nuffield Institute of Health, University of Leeds and Leeds General Infirmary, UK

�� An accessible, informally written introduction to medical statistical methods

�� Practical tips on how to obtain and interpret basic descriptive statistics

�� Detailed explanation of the crucial distinctions between types of sample data

�� Use of real data, many worked through examples and end of chapter exercises

ISBN: 978-1-119-52388-8 � Paper � €43.90 � Sep 2019 � 440pp

Subject 1: Health Sciences

Subject 2: Medicine 

Icon:

RANKS: C

Sequence:17

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=047074863X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119523885
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N U R SI N G

Operative Dictations in Urology Surgery
Noel A. Armenakas, John A. Fracchia & Ron Golan

�� Concise standardized step-by-step guide on a comprehensive range of urological procedures

�� Each chapter also provides a succinct synopsis of the operation through bulleted lists which include 
Indications, Essential Steps, Note these Variations, and Complications.

�� Handy reference for trainees or those preparing for board exams

ISBN: 978-1-119-52431-1 � Paper � €85.90 � Jul 2019 � 560pp

Subject 1: Health Sciences

Subject 2: Medicine

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119524318

RANKS: C

Sequence:19

TNM Supplement, 5th Edition
A Commentary on Uniform Use
Christian Wittekind, James D. Brierley, Anne Lee & Elisabeth van Eycken
Leipzig, Germany , Toronto, Ontario, Canada, Hong Kong, China & Brussels, Belgium

The TNM classification system is the most widely used cancer classification and staging system in the 
world. It is used to describe the anatomical extent of disease and it is essential to patient care, research 
and cancer control.

This fifth edition offers practitioners a wealth of material intended to complement the system’s day-to-
day use. 

The Supplement may be treated as a companion text to the recent eighth edition of the TNM 
Classification of Malignant Tumours (978-1-119-26357-9), supporting the correct and uniform application 
of the TNM classification system. The TNM Supplement can also be utilised as a standalone book, 
providing explanations and examples to answer many questions that arise during the daily use of the 
TNM cancer classification and staging system, particularly in unusual cases.

Series: UICC � ISBN: 978-1-119-26393-7 � Paper � €44.90 � Jul 2019 � 272pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-1-4443-3243-8

Subject 1: Health Sciences

Subject 2: Medicine

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111926393X

RANKS: C

Sequence:20

Renal Nursing, 5th Edition
Care and Management of People with Kidney Disease
Nicola Thomas
St Bartholemew School of Nursing and Midwifery; City University

�� Content fully updated to reflect changes in policies, care and management

�� Each chapter written by an expert in his or her field

�� New content on transplantation, acute kidney injury, and haemo-dialysis

�� Now with full colour illustrations 

ISBN: 978-1-119-41314-1 � Paper � €55.90 � Jul 2019 � 352pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-1-118-41064-6

Subject 1: Health Sciences

Subject 2: Nursing

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119413141

RANKS: C

Sequence:21

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119524318
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111926393X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119413141
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With Child
Lee Child and the Readers of Jack Reacher
Andy Martin
University of Cambridge

A year in the life of bestselling author Lee Child

Andy Martin spent a year in the company of Lee Child, creator of tough-guy hero 
Jack Reacher. With Child is the diary of their adventures, tracking the publication and 
reception of Make Me, the writing of Night School at an apartment in Manhattan, the 
filming of Never Go Back in New Orleans, all the agony and ecstasy of the creative 
process and the sheer hard work of selling a bestseller. They go on the road together, 
from TV studios to bookstores, from Harvard to Stockholm, amid literary conferences 
and gunshows, rivalries and reviews ranging from adulatory to murderous. We meet 
fellow writers like Stephen King and David Lagercrantz and Karin Slaughter, and 
dissect the latest novel from Jonathan Franzen.

But Martin also reaches out to Child’s legion of readers in America and around the 
world. He tracks down a woman in Texas whose name appears in the home invasion 
scene in Make Me; he goes up a mountain in Montana in search of the only reader 
who thinks Reacher is a ‘lightweight’; and he talks to obsessive fans from Europe to 
South Africa who find salvation or consolation in the colossal form of Jack Reacher.

This compelling account of life on the road with Lee Child demonstrates that readers 
are just as important as writers in the making of modern fiction.

�� Andy Martin, Cambridge academic and Jack Reacher fan, spent a year observing 
Lee Child write the twentieth outing for the tough-guy hero

�� This book is a diary of the following year, in which Martin accompanied Child after 
the publication of Make Make, through the writing of Night School, and on the road 
from TV studios, bookstores, and literary conferences

�� But Martin doesn’t stop at the author – he also reaches out to Reacher readers and 
fans across the world, and their stories demonstrate that in the making of modern 
fiction, readers are just as important as writers

�� This one-of-a-kind book will be essential reading not only for Reacher fans, but for 
anyone interested in popular fiction and popular culture

About the Author

Andy Martin is the author of Reacher Said Nothing: Lee Child and the Making of Make 
Me. He writes for The Independent and The New York Times and teaches at the 
University of Cambridge. His book on surfing, Walking on Water, is a cult classic

Subject 1: Humanities and Social Sciences

Subject 2: Cultural Studies 

Icon: Lead title, Polity, E / O Book icon 

RANKS: A

Sequence:23, 24

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1509538216

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1509538224

ISBN: 978-1-5095-3821-8 
Cloth � 290pp � Sep 2019  
€67.90

ISBN: 978-1-5095-3822-5 
Paper � 290pp � Sep 2019 
€15.90

C U LT U R A L S T U D I E S

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1509538224
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1509538216
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Mediarchy
Yves Citton
The University of Paris-8

We think that we live in democracies: in fact, we live in mediarchies. Our political 
regimes are based less on nations or citizens than on audiences shaped by the media. 
We assume that our social and political destinies are shaped by the will of the people 
without realizing that ‘the people’ are always produced, both as individuals and as 
aggregates, by the media: we are all embedded in mediated publics, ‘intra-structured’ 
by the apparatuses of communication that govern our interactions. 

In this major book, Yves Citton maps out the new regime of experience, media and 
power that he designates by the term ‘mediarchy’. To understand mediarchy, we need 
to look both at the effects that the media have on us and also at the new forms of 
being and experience that they induce in us. We can never entirely escape from the 
effects of the mediarchies that operate through us but by becoming more aware of 
their conditioning, we can develop the new forms of political analysis and practice 
which are essential if we are to rise to the unprecedented challenges of our time. 

This comprehensive and far-reaching book will be essential reading for students and 
scholars in media and communications, politics and sociology, and it will be of great 
interest to anyone concerned about the multiple and complex ways that the media – 
from newspapers and TV to social media and the internet – shape our social, political 
and personal lives today.

�� Yves Citton is Professor of Literature and Media Studies at the University of 
Paris-8. His previous book The Ecology of Attention was published by Polity.

�� In this major book, Yves Citton argues that our democracies are, in fact, 
‘mediarchies’ in which ‘the people’ are always embedded in, and shaped by, the 
media.  Hence we need to think about politics in a very different way, one that 
places the media at the centre of our thinking.  

�� Citton maps out the new regime of experience, media and power that make up 
the mediarchy.  He argues that we can never entirely escape from the effects of 
the mediarchies that operate through us but by becoming more aware of their 
conditioning, we can develop the new forms of political analysis and practice which 
are essential if we are to rise to the unprecedented challenges of our time.

�� This comprehensive and far-reaching book will be essential reading for students 
and scholars in media and communications, politics and sociology, and it will be 
of great interest to anyone concerned about the multiple and complex ways that 
the media – from newspapers and TV to social media and the internet – shape our 
social, political and personal lives today.

About the Author

Yves Citton is Professor of Literature and Media Studies at the University of Paris-8. 
His previous book The Ecology of Attention was published by Polity.
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Participatory Culture
Interviews
Henry Jenkins
University of Southern California

Since 2006, Henry Jenkins’ Confessions of an Aca-Fan blog has hosted hundreds of 
interviews in which academics, activists and artists have shared their views on the 
changing media landscape. For the first time, Jenkins – often called ‘the Marshall 
McLuhan for the twenty-first century’ – compiles some of these interviews to 
highlight his recurring interests in popular culture and social change.

The book explores the transition from the social and cultural opportunities offered 
by a networked culture, the way new media technologies and practices are reshaping 
schools, as well as considering new forms of civic engagement and social change in an 
age of social media and video-sharing. Contributors include the Wu Ming Foundation, 
David Gauntlett, Ethan Zuckerman, the Digital Youth Project, Sonia Livingstone, 
S. Craig Watkins, James Paul Gee, Anterio Garcia, Stephen Duncombe, Cathy Cohen, 
Leni Srivastava, Jonathan McIntosh, and William Uricchio.

Designed as a companion to Participatory Culture in a Networked Era, this book 
includes an introduction from Jenkins and up-to-date reflections from the 
interviewees. It is ideal for students and scholars of digital media, popular culture, 
education, and politics, as well as general readers with an interest in this topic.

�� Includes over a dozen of Jenkins’ most enlightening interviews from his celebrated 
blog

�� Includes a general introduction and section introductions by Jenkins, as well as 
interviewees’ up-to-date reflections

�� Acting as a companion to the author’s earlier book, ‘Participatory Culture in a 
Network Society’, this work picks up on many of the same issues, but broadens the 
conversation to incorporate more diverse thinkers whose work has informed the 
author’s own perspective.

�� This collaborative volume which includes exchanges between multiple thinkers is a 
more appropriate way to  create a mode of academic writing that is consistent with 
the values of a more participatory culture.

�� The book traces how the interviewees collective understanding of the various 
concepts under discussion have evolved over time.

About the Author

Henry Jenkins is Provost Professor of Communication, Journalism, Cinematic Arts 
and Education at the University of Southern California.
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Should Robots Replace Teachers?
AI and the Future of Education
Neil Selwyn
Monash University

Developments in AI, robotics and big data are changing the nature of education. Yet 
the implications of these technologies for the teaching profession are uncertain. 
While most educators remain convinced of the need for human teachers, outside the 
profession there is growing anticipation of a technological reinvention of the ways in 
which teaching and learning take place.

Neil Selwyn offers a considered perspective on these debates. Through an 
examination of technological developments such as autonomous classroom robots, 
intelligent tutoring systems, learning analytics and automated decision-making, he 
highlights the need for nuanced discussions around the capacity of AI to replicate the 
social, emotional and cognitive qualities of expert human teachers. Above all, Selwyn 
pushes conversations about AI and education into the realm of values, judgements 
and politics, ultimately arguing that the integration of any technology into society 
must always be presented as a choice.

Should Robots Replace Teachers? is a must-read for anyone interested in the future of 
education and work in our increasingly automated times.

�� Makes a passionate case for valuing human teachers above machines

�� Offers a critical assessment as well as suggestions for how the education 
profession might be able to work with - rather than against - ongoing technological 
developments

�� Written in an accessible and lively style to appeal to general readers as well as 
scholars

�� Authored by a leading scholar of education and technology

About the Author

Neil Selwyn is Professor of Education at Monash University.
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A Companion to Experimental Film
Federico Windhausen

This volume asks what experimental cinema was, is, and might become, and in doing so it addresses 
itself to the communities of art and cinema whose disagreements and exchanges have embedded 
experimental film within a rich discursive field, one that has managed to encompass both academics 
and practitioners. As the book provides detailed accounts of macro- and micro-histories and of 
particular films and filmmakers, it also charts new directions in the ongoing process of understanding, 
characterizing, contesting, and shaping experimental cinema.
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Conspiracy Theories
Quassim Cassam
University of Warwick

9/11 was an inside job. The Holocaust is a myth promoted to serve Jewish interests. 
The shootings at Sandy Hook Elementary School were a false flag operation. Climate 
change is a hoax perpetrated by the Chinese government.

 These are all conspiracy theories. A glance online or at bestseller lists reveals how 
popular some of them are. Even if there is plenty of evidence to disprove them, 
people persist in propagating them. Why? Philosopher Quassim Cassam explains 
how conspiracy theories are different from ordinary theories about conspiracies. 
He argues that conspiracy theories are forms of propaganda and their function is to 
promote a political agenda. Although conspiracy theories are sometimes defended 
on the grounds that they uncover evidence of bad behaviour by political leaders, they 
do much more harm than good, with some resulting in the deaths of large numbers 
of people.

There can be no clearer indication that something has gone wrong with our 
intellectual and political culture than the fact that conspiracy theories have become 
mainstream. When they are dangerous, we cannot afford to ignore them. At the same 
time, refuting them by rational argument is difficult because conspiracy theorists 
discount or reject evidence that disproves their theories. As conspiracy theories are 
so often smokescreens for political ends, we need to come up with political as well as 
intellectual responses if we are to have any hope of defeating them.

�� A sharp analysis of the growing trend to believe in conspiracies and ‘fake news’

�� Explains how we can combat conspiracy theories despite the fact that they do not 
depend upon rational argument

�� Cassam explores the psychology and politics of conspiracy theories to show how 
they can damage public understanding of important issues

�� Explains how conspiracy theories work to undermine truth

About the Author

Quassim Cassam is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Warwick
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For a Politics of the Common  
Good
Alain Badiou & Peter Engelmann
ENS and The European Graduate School; Passagen Verlag

This volume of conversations between Alain Badiou and Peter Engelmann focuses 
on the concrete political situation in the world of today. Here the validity and 
applicability of Badiou’s ideas are tested in relation to the great social and political 
problems of our time, including terrorism, migration, the surge in support for 
nationalist and populist parties and the growing gap between rich and poor. Badiou 
argues that in the age of today’s globalized capitalism, with its division of labour 
on a global scale and the worldwide interconnection of information through the 
Internet, there are no longer any national solutions. Because nations and states lose 
meaning in favour of transnational corporations in globalized capitalism, resistance 
to capitalism must by definition be global too. Only a politics that defines itself as a 
politics for all and does not act in the interests of one particular group – whether a 
nation, religion or community of shared values – can lead the world out of the current 
crisis of globalized capitalism.

�� Alain Badiou, former Maoist and political activist, is one of the most influential 
living philosophers, a mathematician and novelist. 

�� This volume of conversations between Alain Badiou and Peter Engelmann focuses 
on the concrete political situation in the world of today. Here the validity and 
applicability of Badiou’s ideas are tested in relation to the great social and political 
problems of our time, including terrorism, migration, the surge in support for 
nationalist and populist parties and the growing gap between rich and poor.

�� Badiou argues that in the age of today’s globalized capitalism, with its division 
of labour on a global scale and the worldwide interconnection of information 
through the Internet, there are no longer any national solutions. Because nations 
and states lose meaning in favour of transnational corporations in globalized 
capitalism, resistance to capitalism must by definition be global too. 

�� This volume should be of interest to students and scholars in philosophy; 
humanities generally; followers of the work of Badiou; general readers interested 
in contemporary philosophy and critical theory.

About the Authors

Alain Badiou, former Maoist and political activist, is a philosopher, mathematician 
and novelist. He lives in Paris.

Peter Engelmann is a German philosopher, editor and founder of the publishing 
house Passagen Verlag.
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Resident Foreigners
A Philosophy of Migration
Donatella Di Cesare

From the shores of Europe to the Mexican-US border, mass migration is one of the 
most pressing issues we face today. Yet at the same time, calls to defend national 
sovereignty are becoming ever more vitriolic, with those fleeing war, persecution, and 
famine vilified as a threat to our security as well as our social and economic order. 

In this book, written amidst the dark resurgence of appeals to defend ‘blood and 
soil’, Donatella Di Cesare challenges the idea of the exclusionary state, arguing 
that migration is a fundamental human right. She develops an original philosophy 
of migration that places the migrants themselves, rather than states and their 
borders, at the centre. Through an analysis of three historic cities, Athens, Rome 
and Jerusalem, Di Cesare shows how we should conceive of migrants not as another 
but rather as resident foreigners. This means recognising that citizenship cannot be 
based on any supposed connection to the land or an exclusive claim to ownership 
that would deny the rights of those who arrive as migrants. Instead, citizenship 
must be disconnected from the possession of territory altogether and founded on 
the principle of cohabitation – and on the ultimate reality that we are all temporary 
guests and tenants of the earth. 

Di Cesare’s argument for a new ethics of hospitality will be of great interest to all 
those concerned with the challenges posed by migration and with the increasingly 
hostile attitudes towards migrants, as well as students and scholars of philosophy 
and political theory.

�� In this book, the philosopher Donatella Di Cesare makes a bold argument about 
migration that challenges contemporary ways of thinking and the practices of 
many states, arguing that migration is a fundamental human right.

�� She develops an original philosophy of migration that places the migrants 
themselves, rather than states and their borders, at the centre of her approach.

�� Through an analysis of three historic cities, Athens, Rome and Jerusalem, Di 
Cesare shows how we should conceive of migrants not as an ‘other’ but rather as 
resident foreigners.  She argues that citizenship should be disconnected from the 
possession of territory and founded on the principle of cohabitation – and on the 
ultimate reality that we are all temporary guests and tenants of the earth.

�� Di Cesare’s argument for a new ethics of hospitality will be of great interest to all 
those concerned with the challenges posed by migration and with the increasingly 
hostile attitudes towards migrants, as well as students and scholars of philosophy 
and political theory.

About the Author

Donatella Di Cesare is Professor of Theoretical Philosophy at the Sapienza University 
of Rome.
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White Privilege
Shannon Sullivan
University of North Carolina, Charlotte

Some embrace the idea of white privilege as an important concept that helps us to 
make sense of the connection between race and social and political disadvantages, 
while others are critical or even hostile. Regardless of personal views, it can be 
difficult to agree on what ‘white privilege’ even means. 

Philosopher Shannon Sullivan cuts through the confusion and cross-talk to challenge 
what ‘everybody knows’ about white privilege. Using real-life examples, she offers a 
candid assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of the term, to present a 
better understanding of how race functions in our societies. She argues that white 
privilege is about more than race, that not only white people can have white privilege, 
and that feeling guilty about privilege can have a negative effect on the very people 
you feel guilty towards. In the end, she offers practical solutions for eliminating white 
privilege and building a fairer society. 

Sullivan’s forcefully argued book will inspire you to think again about white privilege 
and what it entails.

�� A short book on a highly controversial topic

�� Ideal for use in classrooms or group discussions as a starting point for debate

�� Will help people get to grips with the fraught and complex world of modern race 
relations

�� A sensitive portrayal of race relations that will help people come together

About the Author

Shannon Sullivan is Professor of Philosophy at the University of North Carolina, 
Charlotte
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Socrates
William J. Prior
Santa Clara University

Socrates is one the most important thinkers in western philosophy, yet he remains 
enigmatic, having left behind no works of his own. Instead, his thought is understood 
primarily through the work of his followers, particularly Plato. Yet Plato’s dialogues 
can offer conflicting portraits of Socrates. On the one hand, he is portrayed as ‘barren 
of wisdom’: he has questions but no answers. On the other, he appears to be ‘fertile’: 
he has important things to say about those questions. Can he be both?

Although Plato’s works focus on Socrates’ questions, not his answers, a careful 
reading can reveal many of Socrates’ likely views. In this accessible introduction, 
William Prior assesses Socrates the man, his famous trial, and the nature of his 
philosophy. He explore Socrates’ intellectualism, conception of the good life, his 
religious views and his thoughts concerning justice. All the way through, Prior reflects 
on Socrates’ distinctive method of asking questions, and the enormous influence he 
has had on philosophy to this day.

�� Tells the story of Socrates the man and the philosopher

�� Written for absolute beginners by an experienced populariser of philosophy

�� A handy guide to the famous Socratic Method

�� Will appeal to students taking courses in ancient history, classics and philosophy

About the Author

William J. Prior is Professor Emeritus of Philosophy at Santa Clara University.
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Russia and America
The Asymmetric Rivalry
Andrei Tsygankov
San Francisco State University

In recent times, US-Russia relations have deteriorated to what both sides 
acknowledge is an ‘all time low’. Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election 
and Putin’s continued support for the Assad regime in Syria have placed enormous 
strain on this historically tense and complex relationship. 

In one of the first analyses of the evolving Trump-Putin relationship, leading scholar 
of Russian foreign policy Andrei P. Tsygankov challenges the dominant view that 
US-Russian relations have entered a new cold war phase. Russia’s US strategy, he 
argues, can only be understood in the context of a changing international order. 
While America strives to preserve its global dominance, Russia – the weaker power – 
exploits its asymmetric capabilities and relations with non-Western allies to defend 
and promote its interests, and to avoid yielding to US pressures. Focusing on key 
areas of conflict and mutual convergence – from European security to China and 
the Middle East, cyber, nuclear and energy issues – Tsygankov paints a nuanced and 
unsentimental picture of two countries whose ties are likely to remain within the 
ambit of suspicion and conflict for years to come.

�� A concise yet comprehensive analysis by a leading expert of Russian foreign 
relations under Putin 

�� Advances a convincing argument that Russia’s foreign policy is fundamentally 
defensive and aimed at securing its best interests

�� Covers the key areas of US-Russia relations including European security, the Middle 
East and terrorism, Asia and China, values and information, nuclear and cyber 
security, and energy and sanctions. 

�� One of the only books to look in-depth at Trump-Putin relations thus far

About the Author

Andrei Tsygankov is a Professor of Political Science and International Relations at the 
San Francisco State University
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The Far Right Today
Cas Mudde
University of Georgia

The far right is back with a vengeance. After several decades at the political 
margins, far right politics has again taken center-stage. Three of the world’s largest 
democracies – Brazil, India and the United States – now have a radical right leader, 
while far right parties continue to increase their profile and support within Europe.

 In this timely book, leading global expert on political extremism Cas Mudde provides 
a concise overview of the fourth wave of postwar far right politics, exploring its 
history, ideology, organization, causes and consequences as well as the responses 
available to civil society, party and state actors to challenge its ideas and influence. 
What defines this current far right renaissance, Mudde argues, is its mainstreaming 
and normalization within the contemporary political landscape. Challenging orthodox 
thinking on the relationship between conventional and far right politics, Mudde offers 
a complex and insightful picture of one of the key political challenges of our time.

�� A hard-hitting, concise guide to the global far right  revival  

�� Makes a powerful and original argument that extreme right politics is moving to 
the mainstream

�� Wide-ranging in its coverage of the fourth wave of post-war far right politics: 
structures, ideas, influence and history

�� Written by  leading global expert on the radical right and populism

About the Author

Cas Mudde is a the Stanley Wade Shelton UGAF Professor in Politics at the University 
of Georgia
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Austerity
Susan J. Konzelmann
Birkbeck, University of London

Austerity has been at the centre of political controversy in the last decade, invoked 
as the answer to, or cause of, our post-crash economic malaise by politicians and 
academics across the political spectrum. However, despite being the cause of debate 
for over three centuries, it remains a confusing and poorly-understood concept. 

 In this book, Susan J. Konzelmann aims to demystify austerity as an economic policy, 
a political idea and a social phenomenon. Beginning with an analysis of political 
and socio-economic history from the 17th century, she explains the economics of 
austerity in the context of the overall dynamics of state spending, tax, and debt. 
Using comparative case studies, ranging from 1930s USA to contemporary Britain, 
she then evaluates the outcomes of austerity in light of its stated objectives and 
analyses the conditions under which it doesn’t – and occasionally does – work.

This accessible and thorough introduction to austerity will be essential reading for 
students and scholars working in political economy, economics, and politics, as well 
as all readers interested in current affairs.

�� Susan J. Konzelmann is the author of numerous influential articles and research on 
the economics of austerity in the post-crash era

�� In this new entry in the What is Political Economy? series, Konzelmann aims 
to demystify austerity as an economic policy, a political idea, and a social 
phenomenon that has been at the centre of controversy for the past decade

�� Drawing upon austerity’s political and socio-economic history, as well as a lively 
range of case studies stretching across the Western world, she then evaluates 
how austerity policies have fared – when they have worked, as well as when they 
haven’t 

�� This essential introduction will be a must-read for students and scholars working 
on austerity in fields ranging from political economy to business

About the Author

Susan J. Konzelmann is Reader in Management at Birkbeck, University of London
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Identity Politics in the  
United States
Khalilah L. Brown-Dean
Quinnipiac University

In 2017, a white supremacist rally at the University of Virginia forced many to consider 
just how much progress had been made in a country that nine years prior, had 
elected its first Black president. Beyond these racial flashpoints, the increasingly 
polarized nature of U.S. politics has reignited debates around the meaning of identity, 
citizenship, and acceptance in America today. 

In this pioneering book, Khalilah L. Brown-Dean moves beyond the headlines to 
examine how contemporary controversies emanate from longstanding struggles over 
power, access, and belonging. Using intersectionality as an organizing framework, she 
draws on current tensions such as the Me Too Movement, the Standing Rock protests, 
marriage equality, military service, the rise of the Religious Right, protests by 
professional athletes, and battles over immigration to show how conflicts over group 
identity are an inescapable feature of American political development. Brown-Dean 
explores issues of citizenship, race, ethnicity, gender, sexual identity, and religion to 
argue that democracy in the United States is built upon the battle of ideas related to 
how we see ourselves, how we see others, and the mechanisms available to reinforce 
those distinctions. 

Identity Politics in the United States will be an essential resource for students and 
engaged citizens who want to understand the link between historical context, 
contemporary political challenges, and paths to move towards a stronger democracy.

�� A major new introductory text exploring the dynamic and intersectional nature of 
identity politics in America 

�� Timely and original, its chapters explore the different dimensions of identity 
politics from gender to race and ethnicity to religion 

�� Weaves in contemporary case studies including #MeToo, Kaepernick, and Black 
Lives Matter, as well birthright citizenship and blood/soil citizenship. 

�� Well written, original and accessible for readers of varying backgrounds and 
knowledge levels it is the ideal foundation text for students of American politics 
and government

About the Author

Khalilah L. Brown-Dean is an Associate Professor of Political Science at Quinnipiac 
University.
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In Defence of Democracy
Roslyn Fuller
Waterford Institute of Technology

Should Brexit or the election of Trump cause us to doubt our faith in democracy? Are 
‘the people’ too ignorant or stupid to rule? Numerous commentators are beginning to 
seriously argue that the answer to these questions might be ‘yes’.

In this humorous, take-no-prisoners book, Canadian-Irish author Roslyn Fuller 
kicks these anti-democrats where it hurts the most – the facts. Fuller shows how 
many academics, journalists, politicians and businesspeople have embraced the 
idea that there can be ‘too much democracy’, and deftly unravels their attempts to 
end majority rule, whether that be through limiting the franchise, pursuing Chinese 
‘meritocracy’ or confining participation to random legislation panels. She shows 
that Trump, Brexit, or whatever other political event you may have disapproved of 
recently, aren’t doing half the damage to democracy that elite self-righteousness and 
corruption are. In fact, argues Fuller, there are real reasons to be optimistic. Ancient 
methods can be combined with modern technology to revitalise democracy and allow 
the people to truly rule.

In Defence of Democracy is a sharp, witty and highly readable response to democracy’s 
critics, and an energetic contribution to the debate on the future of democracy.

�� Roslyn Fuller is a scholar, writer, legal correspondent and activist who is a leading 
expert in applying principles of Athenian democracy to twenty-first century states

�� In this book, Fuller reveals how many thinkers – the new waves of ‘libertarian’ 
anti-democrats and their media cheerleaders - have erroneously come to the 
conclusion there can be ‘too much democracy’ and unravels their various attempts 
to end majority rule

�� She also contends that the damage done by recent political disappointments 
pales in comparison to that wrought by elite corruption, and argues that ancient 
methods should be combined with modern technology to allow the people to truly 
rule

�� This no-holds-barred account of why the new anti-democrats are wrong is an 
energetic and much-needed contribution to the debate on the future of our 
democracy

About the Author

Roslyn Fuller is a Research Associate at the Waterford Institute of Technology
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Is Globalization Over?
Jeremy Green
University of Cambridge

Looming trade wars and rising nationalism have stirred troubling memories of the 
1930s. Will history repeat itself? Do we face the chaotic breakdown of the global 
economic system in face of stagnation, protectionism and political tumult?

Jeremy Green argues that, although we face grave problems, globalization is not 
about to end. Setting today’s challenges within a longer historical context, he 
demonstrates that the global economy is more interconnected than ever before and 
the costs of undoing it high enough to make a complete breakdown unlikely. Popular 
analogies between the 1930s and today are misleading. But the governing liberal 
ideology of globalisation is changing. It is mutating into a hard-edged nationalism 
that defends free markets while reasserting sovereignty and strengthening borders. 
This ‘national liberalism’ threatens a much more dangerous disintegration, fuelled by 
inequality and ecological crisis, unless we radically rethink the international status 
quo.

This brilliantly original account of the discontents of globalization is a must-read both 
for concerned citizens and students of global political economy.

�� Jeremy Green is an accomplished scholar and rising star in international political 
economy

�� In this highly topical book, Green contends that the increasingly frequent analogies 
between the 1930s and the contemporary crisis are misleading: globalization is not 
about to end

�� Instead, globalization has been morphing into a hard-edged nationalism that 
protects free markets while reasserting sovereignty, strengthening borders, 
and entrenching the status quo – and it is this shift that threatens a much more 
dangerous disintegration

�� This original reassessment of the discontents of globalization will be an essential 
read for any student, scholar, or concerned citizen interested in the future of 
globalization, the world economy, and international politics

About the Author

Jeremy Green is Lecturer in International Political Economy and a Fellow of Jesus 
College
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Socialism
Peter Lamb
Staffordshire University

Socialism has made a dramatic comeback in the 21st century. In the wake of financial 
crisis, mounting inequality and social decay, it seems more relevant than ever. 
Nobody who seeks to understand contemporary politics can ignore it. 

 In this book, leading scholar Peter Lamb identifies the key ideas and principles of 
socialism and explores different (often conflicting) interpretations that have appeared 
in Europe, Asia, Africa and the Americas, from the early nineteenth century until 
today. He explores the different ways that socialist thinkers have conceptualised 
community, equality and liberty and shows how, despite overlap with other 
traditions, socialists have combined these ideas in common and distinct ways that 
make the socialist tradition uniquely valuable. Lamb goes on to trace the recent re-
emergence of these ideas, and explain what will be required for such a revival to be 
popular, powerful and sustained.

This book will be invaluable to any student or scholar interested in political theory, 
socialism, communism or political ideologies, as well as to general readers striving to 
understand contemporary politics throughout the world.

�� Peter Lamb is an experienced scholar who has published widely on socialism, 
including the Historical Dictionary of Socialism

�� In this new book in the Key Concepts in Political Theory series, he identifies the 
key principles and (often conflicting) interpretations of socialism across the world, 
as well as how various thinkers have combined these ideas to make the socialist 
tradition unique

�� Lamb also explores socialism’s dramatic twenty-first century comeback, and 
outlines what will be required for this revival to be popular, powerful and 
sustained

�� This comprehensive and dynamic introduction will be of interest to any student 
and scholar in political theory and political philosophy

About the Author

Peter Lamb is Associate Professor of Politics and International Relations at 
Staffordshire University
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Failure
Arjun Appadurai & Neta Alexander
New York University; New York University

Failure explores the deeply troubling paradox by which the more technological and 
financial systems fail us, the more dependent on them we become.

Wall Street and Silicon Valley–the two worlds this book examines–promote the 
illusion that scarcity can and should be eliminated in the age of seamless “flow.” 
Instead, Appadurai and Alexander propose a theory of habitual and strategic failure 
by exploring debt, crisis, digital divides and (dis)connectivity. What kind of failures 
do finance and technology perpetuate and monetize? What does failure have to 
do with memory and the structural production of ignorance? Moving between the 
planned obsolescence and deliberate precariousness of digital technologies and 
the ‘’too big to fail’’ logic of the Great Recession, they argue that the sense of failure 
is real in that it produces disappointment and pain. Yet, failure is not a self-evident 
quality of projects, institutions, technologies or lives. It requires a new and urgent 
understanding of the conditions under which repeated breakdowns and collapses are 
quickly forgotten.

By looking at such moments of forgetfulness, this highly original book offers a 
multilayered account of failure and a general theory of denial, memory, and nascent 
systems of control.

�� Arjun Appadurai is a world-leading anthropologist and social theorist, well-known 
for his path-breaking work on culture and globalization; he is accompanied here by 
the media scholar, writer and documentary filmmaker Neta Alexander

�� This book is a highly original analysis of the phenomenon of failure, especially in 
relation to Silicon Valley and Wall Street. We tend to focus on the start-ups that 
succeed, like Google and Facebook, but for every start-up that succeeds, many 
more fail.  How should we understand failure, and why do we erase failure from 
our memory?

�� Focusing on digital technologies and the Great Recession, they develop a general 
theory of failure and of denial, memory and nascent systems of control

�� Written by leading thinkers, this highly original book will be of great interest to 
students and scholars in the social sciences and to general readers

About the Authors

Arjun Appadurai is Paulette Goddard Professor of Media, Culture, and 
Communication at New York University.

Neta Alexander is a writer, documentary filmmaker and a doctoral student at New 
York University.
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Wandering Souls
Tobie Nathan
University Paris-VIII

‘The problem of radical Islamic youth’, writes Tobie Nathan, ‘has not only invaded the 
media but it has anaesthetised our brains, invaded our waking hours and trashed our 
ideals. Right now might be a good time to reassess how much we need to change our 
thinking, our theories and our modes of action.’

In September 2014 the French government entrusted Tobie Nathan with the task of 
counselling radicalized young people who had been drawn to jihadism. Having left 
his native Cairo at the age of eight and migrated to France, Nathan had personal 
experience of some of the challenges faced today by young people from migrant 
backgrounds. In this book he recounts his experiences of some of the young people 
he met and counselled. He describes what he heard, felt, perceived and conceived 
in his encounters with them and with their loved ones as he tried to understand 
the forces running through them and tried to grasp what their fate held in store 
for them. He wanted to understand how, over a period of a few weeks or months, 
a hash-smoking delinquent from an estate became a Hadith philosopher, how a 
stylish young girl from a nice neighbourhood became a warrior in a burqa looking 
for a husband with a Kalashnikov, and how a young high-school nerd turned into 
a jihadist determined to fight in the killing fields of Syria. In so doing he shows that 
the history of radicalizations is not the history of ‘natures’ but of metamorphoses 
– an unpredictable journey with moments of immobility punctuated by sudden 
intoxication at the thought of other futures. It is a history of wandering souls who find 
themselves unable to form a narrative of origin and in thrall to harmful forces but 
who may find a way home one day.

�� Tobie Nathan is professor emeritus of psychology at the University Paris-VIII.  He 
is a leading proponent of ethnopsychiatry – a blend of anthropology and clinical 
psychology – and he established the first ethnopsychiatric clinic in France in 1979.

�� In September 2014 the French government entrusted Tobie Nathan with the task of 
counselling radicalized young people who had been drawn to jihadism. In this book 
he recounts his experiences of some of the young people he met and counselled.

�� He describes what he heard, felt, perceived and conceived in his encounters with 
them and with their loved ones as he tried to understand the forces running 
through them.  He wanted to understand what led them to do what they did and to 
reconstruct their life journeys from their point of view so that we can understand 
better the factors that led them to become jihadists.

�� This deeply humane and engaging book will be of great interest to everyone 
concerned with the issue of radicalization and with the deep and growing 
challenges our societies face in accommodating difference.

About the Author

Tobie Nathan is professor emeritus of psychology at the University Paris-VIII. 
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The Crisis of Expertise
Gil Eyal
Columbia University

In recent political debates there has been a significant change in the valence of 
the word ‘experts’ from a superlative to a near pejorative, typically accompanied 
by a recitation of experts’ many failures and misdeeds. In topics as varied as 
Brexit, climate change and vaccinations there is a palpable mistrust of experts 
and a tendency to dismiss their advice. Are we witnessing, therefore, the ‘death of 
expertise,’ or is the handwringing about an ‘assault on science’ merely the hysterical 
reaction of threatened elites? 

In this new book, Gil Eyal argues that what needs to be explained is not a one-
sided ‘mistrust of experts’ but the two-headed pushmi-pullyu of unprecedented 
reliance on science and expertise, on the one hand, coupled with increased 
suspicion, skepticism and dismissal of scientific findings, expert opinion or even 
whole branches of investigation, on the other. The current mistrust of experts, 
Eyal argues, is best understood as one more spiral in an on-going, recursive crisis 
of legitimacy. The ‘scientization of politics,’ of which critics warned in the 1960s, 
has brought about a politicization of science, specifically of regulatory and policy 
science, and the two processes reinforce one another in an unstable, crisis-prone 
mixture. Eyal demonstrates that the strategies designed to respond to the crisis – 
from an increased emphasis on inclusion of laypeople and stakeholders in scientific 
research and regulatory decision-making to approaches seeking to generate trust by 
relying on objective procedures such as randomized controlled trials (RCTs) – end up 
exacerbating the crisis, while undermining and contradicting one another. 

This timely book will be of great interest to students and scholars in the social 
sciences and to anyone concerned about the political uses of, and attacks on, 
scientific knowledge and expertise.

�� Gil Eyal is an accomplished sociologist whose work has focused on the sociology of 
expertise, intellectuals and knowledge – particularly as these relate to politics

�� In this new major work, he asks whether we are witnessing the ‘death of expertise’ 
in the era of Trump and Brexit, or if the handwringing about an assault on science 
is an hysterical reaction of newly-threatened elites

�� Eyal’s answer is that the current distrust of experts is best understood as one 
element of an ongoing recursive crisis of legitimacy rather than a one-sided 
‘mistrust of experts’, and that our strategies for resolving this crisis are further 
undermining public trust

�� A timely and necessary new book, this will be essential reading for students and 
scholars in sociology, politics and science and technology studies, as well as 
professionals and policy-makers

About the Author

Gil Eyal is Professor of Sociology at Columbia University.
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The Telemachus Complex
Parents and Children after the Decline of 
the Father
Massimo Recalcati
Universities of Pavia and Verona

Fatherhood today is in crisis. Fathers have gone missing, or have become their 
children’s playmates, and the symbolic authority of the father has lost its power. 
For many, the decline of the traditional pater familias is no bad thing – his time has 
passed. But what remains of the father today in the wake of this decline, and what 
should the relation between children and parents now be? 

In addressing these questions, psychoanalyst and bestselling author Massimo 
Recalcati draws inspiration from the story of Telemachus in Homer’s Odyssey. The 
Telemachus complex is the reverse of the Oedipus complex. Recalcati argues that 
children are possessed not just with a desire to annihilate their father, as their key 
rival in the contest to win the mother’s love, but also with a longing for a father-
figure, as someone who brings meaning, structure and order to their lives and who 
imbues them with a sense of the future. But this desire on the part of children needs 
to be reconfigured so that it can find solace in the longing, hope in the anticipation, 
and relief in the expectation. Whether the father arrives is less important than the 
children’s own journey of belief in a stable future.

This fresh and insightful account of the changing relations between parents 
and children in the era of the decline of the father will be of great interest to a 
wide general readership, as well as to students and scholars of gender studies, 
psychoanalysis, psychology and sociology.

�� Massimo Recalcati is a bestselling author and one of Italy’s most prominent public 
intellectuals, who has received numerous awards for his writings on modern 
relationships and family life.

�� This book examines the crisis of fatherhood today and asks: what should the 
relation between children and their fathers be, now that the father has lost his 
traditional status as an authority figure?  

�� Drawing on psychoanalysis, Recalcati puts forward the idea of the Telemachus 
complex as a way to understand the new role of the father.  The Telemachus 
complex is the reverse of the Oedipus complex: children are possessed not just 
with a desire to annihilate their father, as their key rival in the contest to win the 
mother’s love, but also with a longing for a father-figure, as someone who brings 
meaning, structure and order to their lives and who imbues them with a sense of 
the future.

�� This fresh and insightful account of the changing relations between parents 
and children in the era of the decline of the father will be of great interest to a 
wide general readership, as well as to students and scholars of gender studies, 
psychoanalysis, psychology and sociology.

About the Author

Massimo Recalcati is a psychoanalyst and author who teaches at the universities 
of Pavia and Verona. A bestselling author and one of Italy’s most prominent 
public intellectuals, he has received numerous awards for his writings on modern 
relationships and family life.
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What Makes a Social Crisis?
The Societalization of Social Problems
Jeffrey C. Alexander
Yale University

In this book, Jeffrey Alexander develops a new sociological theory of social crisis, 
which he calls societalization. He argues that crises are triggered not by objective 
social strains but by the discourse and institutions of the civil sphere. In the steady 
state, reactions to strains unfold within institutional boundaries, handled by 
organizational elites according to sphere-specific logics. Institutional boundaries 
can be breached only if there is code switching. When strains become subject to the 
utopian aspirations of the civil sphere, there emerges widespread anguish about 
social justice and the future of democratic life. Once admired institutional elites come 
to be represented as perpetrators, and the civil sphere becomes intrusive legally 
and organizationally, demanding repairs in the name of civil purification. Resisting 
such repair, institutional elites foment backlash, and a war of the spheres ensues. 

Alexander shows how this theory enables us to understand in a new way some of 
the major social crises of recent years, including the 2008 financial crisis, the Church 
pedophilia crisis that emerged in 2002, the phone-hacking crisis that exploded in the 
UK in 2011, and the #MeToo movement against sexual harassment in the workplace, 
which began with the Harvey Weinstein expose in 2017, and is still on-going today. 

A major new work by one of the leading social theorists in the world today, this book 
will be of great interest to students and scholars in sociology, politics and the social 
sciences generally.

�� Jeffrey C. Alexander is one of the world’s leading cultural sociologists and social 
theorists

�� In this new book, Alexander develops a new theory of social crisis – what he calls 
‘societalization’ – in which crises are triggered by the discourse and institutions of 
the civil sphere, fueling widespread anguish about social justice and the future of 
democratic life

�� Alexander uses this theory to shed new light on some of the major crises of our 
time, including the 2008 financial crisis, the Chuch pedophilia scandal, the phone-
hacking in the UK in 2011, and the #MeToo movement

�� This book will be essential reading for any student or scholar working in sociology, 
politics, or the social sciences more broadly, as well as general readers interested 
in contemporary social movements and crises

About the Author

Jeffrey	C.	Alexander is the Lillian Chavenson Saden Professor of Sociology at Yale 
University and a Co-Director of the Center for Cultural Sociology at Yale.
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Byproducts from Agriculture and Fisheries
Adding Value for Food, Feed, Farmer, and Fuels
Benjamin K. Simpson, Alberta N. Aryee & Fidel Toldr

�� Encompasses discards from both animal and plant sources, making it a ‘one-stop shop’ that provides 
useful information to a wide range of users

�� Covers current developments and new technologies derived from recent research on byproducts 
utilization and management

�� Includes detailed descriptions of procedures for the transformation of the wastes into of value-added 
food and non-food products (e.g., biofuels, cosmetics, drugs, dyes, resins, building materials etc.)

�� Anticipates new directions for future research on the subject and socioeconomic impacts of agricultural 
waste production and management

ISBN: 978-1-119-38397-0 � Cloth � €232.00 � Aug 2019 � 760pp
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Medaka, 2nd Edition
Biology, Management, and Experimental Protocols
Kenji Murata, Masato Kinoshita, Yasuhiro Kamei, Minoru Tanaka & Kiyoshi Naruse
University of California, Davis Kyoto University; National Institute for Basic Biology & University of Tokyo

�� Familiarize scientists worldwide with the advantages of using medaka in experimental designs, to 
facilitate research using medaka, and to stimulate progress in research by adopting medaka as a model 
animal.

�� Details recently developed current protocols to successfully raise medaka fish under stable culture 
conditions in the laboratory.

�� Describes new technologies developed since 2009, using the fish as a molecular tool in the fields of life 
science, evolution, ecology and toxicology.

ISBN: 978-1-119-57529-0 � Cloth � €225.00 � Sep 2019 � 360pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-0-8138-0871-0
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Enzyme-Based Computing Systems
Evgeny Katz
Clarkson University, Potsdam, N.Y., USA

�� The area of unconventional computing is rapidly expanding in the search for faster and more powerful 
computers

�� Unique coverage: this quickly developing field is not covered in any other book and provides the first 
overview

�� The author is one of the most highly cited chemists in the world and a true pioneer in this field

ISBN: 978-3-527-34570-0 � Cloth � €159.00 � Sep 2019 � 400pp
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Green Oxidation in Organic Synthesis
Ning Jiao & Shannon S. Stahl

�� An introduction to green oxidation for organic chemists interested in discovering new strategies and new 
reactions for oxidative synthesis.

�� Oxidative protocols with O2/H2O2 oxidants, as well as oxidations with good selectivity or low waste are 
attracting increasing interest as organic chemists seek green alternatives to traditional reactions.

�� Discusses functional group formation by green oxidative processes with O2, H2O2, photocatalytic 
oxidation, electrochemical oxidation, and enzymatic oxidation.

�� Presents both experimental and theoretical approaches for the study of new catalysts and new methods 
for catalytic oxidation and selective oxidation.
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Synthesis of Inorganic Materials, 4th Edition
Ulrich S. Schubert & Nicola Husing
Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands

�� Gives the students a thorough overview of the fundamentals and the wide variety of different inorganic 
materials with applications in real life as well as in industry

�� A completely new chapter on self-assembly and self-organization

�� All other chapters are updated and new content includes: demixing of glasses, non-classical 
crystallization, precursor chemistry, citrate-gel and Pechini methods, ice-templating and materials with 
hierarchical porosity

�� The well-known and experienced authors have a logical and pedagogical approach

�� Course codes: CHX300 (Inorganic Chemistry), CH1800 (Inorganic Lab), E90500 (Materials Chemistry)

ISBN: 978-3-527-34457-4 � Paper � €79.00 � Aug 2019 � 440pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-3-527-32714-0, 978-3-527-32714-0
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The	Fundamentals	of	Process	Intensification
Andrzej Stankiewicz, Tom Van Gerven & Giorgos Stefanidis
Delft University of Technology, Process & Energy Department, Delft, The Netherlands & Katholieke Universiteit 
Leuven, Belgium

�� Process Intensification leads to a substantially smaller, cleaner, safer and more energy efficient process 
technology.

�� Advanced textbook: covering fundamentals and industry applications of the technology and application 
of Process Intensification.

�� Process Intensification now taught extensively at university level in the field of Chemical Engineering. 

�� Sustainability: as well as detailing technologies, the book focusses on safety, energy and environmental 
issues, giving guidance on how to incorporate PI in plant design and operation safely, efficiently and 
effectively.

ISBN: 978-3-527-32783-6 � Paper � €75.00 � Aug 2019 � 368pp
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The Organometallic Chemistry of the Transition Metals, 7th Edition
Robert H. Crabtree
Yale University

The new edition of this bestselling text continues to provide chemistry students and researchers with 
vital information on organometallic compounds, their preparation, and use in synthesis. It explores the 
fundamentals of the field and its modern applications.

�� Includes end-of-chapter problems and their solutions 

�� Has up-to-date examples of fundamental reaction steps and emphasis on key topics like oxidation 
catalysis, CH functionalization, nanoclusters, and nanoparticles 

�� Adds coverage for ligand-assisted additions and eliminations, proton-coupled electron transfer, surface 
catalysis, green energy, and photoredox catalysis  

ISBN: 978-1-119-46588-1 � Cloth � €115.00 � Sep 2019 � 416pp �  
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Crystal Optics
Properties and Applications
Ashim Kumar Bain

�� High-level reference for experienced researchers and developers: in-depth information on all relevant 
phenomena in crystal optics

�� Coherent nomenclature: uniformly used definitions, terms and symbols allow the readers to easily 
understand and compare the different optical phenomena

�� Most up-to-date reference: covers well-known fundamental principles, the developments of recent years 
as well as their applications such as lasers, LEDs, and waveguides

ISBN: 978-3-527-41385-0 � Cloth � €159.00 � Jul 2019 � 496pp
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Techniques for Disaster Risk Management and Mitigation
Prashant K. Srivastava, Sudhir Kumar Singh, U. C. Mohanty & Tad Murty

Recent years have seen a surge in the number, frequency, and severity of natural disasters, with further 
increases expected as the climate continues to change. However, advanced computational and geospatial 
technologies have enabled the development of sophisticated early warning systems and techniques to 
predict, manage, and mitigate disasters. This book explores different approaches to forecasting disasters 
and provides guidance on mitigation and adaptation strategies.

Series: Geophysical Monograph Series �  
ISBN: 978-1-119-35918-0 � Cloth � €175.00 � Aug 2019 � 384pp
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The Science of Climate Change
M. R. Islam

�� It is the first book that undertakes an objective investigation of the research questions at hand without an 
a priori agenda

�� Offers scientific analysis of all potential reasons behind material contamination that contributes to 
imbalance in greenhouse gas composition in the ecosystem

�� Offers a dogma-free scientific analysis of current energy and agricultural practices involving heat and 
mass transfer in the context of global warming

�� Answers all major questions related to global warming and climate change with logical and coherent 
explanations

�� Discusses the politics behind carbon taxes and presents a deconstruction of the science that has been 
presented to justify it

Series: Wiley-Scrivener � ISBN: 978-0-470-62612-2 � Cloth � €179.00 � Jun 2019 � 400pp
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The Science of 
Climate Change

The Wind Power Story
A Century of Innovation that Reshaped the Global Energy Landscape
Brandon Owens

�� Covers the history of wind power (1888-2013) and provides balanced coverage to each era as well as the 
wind power technology advances that occurred during that time

�� Provides historical contexts for wind power developments and explains the evolution of wind turbine 
technology in an easy-to-understand manner

�� Covers government funding of wind power, the role of fossil fuels in wind power development and the 
importance of the individual entrepreneur in wind power development

�� Written by a renewable energy specialist within GE, with over 20 years experience

ISBN: 978-1-118-79418-0 � Paper � €45.90 � Sep 2019 � 224pp

Subject 1: Science

Subject 2: Energy

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118794184

RANKS: C

Sequence:76

VFD Challenges for Shipboard Electrical Power System Design
Mohammed M. Islam

�� Compares shipboard grounding and VFD grounding

�� Analyzes the VFD effect in terms of shipboard power quality

�� Provides specific examples of Department of Transportation standards regarding VFDs

ISBN: 978-1-119-46338-2 � Paper � €55.90 � Jul 2019 � 120pp

Subject 1: Science

Subject 2: Energy

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119463386

RANKS: C

Sequence:77

VFD Challenges 
for Shipboard 

Electrical Power 
System Design

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111935918X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0470626127
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118794184
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119463386
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F O O D S C I EN C E & T EC H N O LO G Y

M AT ER I A L S  S C I EN C E

Mastering Brewing Science
Quality and Production
Matthew Farber & Roger Barth

�� Presents material in logical order of the brewing process and connects scientific foundation with practical 
aspects of brewing operations

�� Covers the essentials of quality management, data management, experimental statistics, statistical 
quality control, and laboratory methods

�� Merges biology, chemistry, engineering, and food science – which can help those who may know the 
chemical theory but not practice and those with practical but not theoretical knowledge

�� Stresses procedures for safety, quality assurance, and minimizing contamination

�� Includes practical case studies in most chapters and a glossary of beer and brewing terminology

ISBN: 978-1-119-45605-6 � Paper � €115.00 � Sep 2019 � 432pp

Subject 1: Science

Subject 2: Food Science & Technology

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119456053

RANKS: C

Sequence:78

Whole Grains and their Bioactives
Composition and Health
Jodee Johnson & Taylor C. Wallace

�� A comprehensive review of the various whole grains on the market, their bioactive components and how 
they contribute to maintaining optimal health

�� The first major section of the book contains chapters which look at each of the grain types, their 
composition and health effects

�� The second part deals with the major bioactive compounds found in grains, including Beta-glucans, 
phenolic acids, phytosterols and carotenoids

�� Additional chapters cover consumer attitudes, government policies and the controversial gluten-free 
trend

ISBN: 978-1-119-12945-5 � Cloth � €182.00 � May 2019 � 500pp

Subject 1: Science

Subject 2: Food Science & Technology

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119129451

RANKS: C

Sequence:79

Modern Manufacturing Processes
Muammer Koc & Tugrul Ozel

�� Comprehensive overview of advanced materials manufacturing processes 

�� Practice-oriented information helps the readers to find the right manufacturing methods for the intended 
applications 

�� Highly relevant for material scientists and engineers in industry

ISBN: 978-1-118-07192-2 � Cloth � €115.00 � Sep 2019 � 506pp

Subject 1: Science

Subject 2: Materials Science

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118071921

RANKS: C

Sequence:80

Modern 
Manufacturing 

Processes

Surface and Interface Science
Volume 9: Applications I / Volume 10: Applications II
Klaus Wandelt
University of Bonn, Germany

This newest addition to the comprehensive work “Surface and Interface Science” addresses the 
applications that can be realized and/or improved with methods from the subject area, including 
advanced coating technology, wafer bonding, conformal deposition, photovoltaics, catalysis, and fuel cell 
technology. 

A one-stop resource on one of the most vibrant and interdisciplinary research fields the chapters are 
sufficiently detailed so that the readers easily get a broad overview of the covered topics.

Series: Wandelt Hdbk Surface and Interface Science V1–V6 �  
ISBN: 978-3-527-41381-2 � Cloth � €369.00 � Aug 2019 � 1032pp

Subject 1: Science

Subject 2: Materials Science

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3527413812

RANKS: C

Sequence:81

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119456053
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119129451
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118071921
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3527413812
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M AT H EM AT I C S  &  S TAT I S T I C S

M I C RO B I O LO G Y & V I RO LO G Y

PH Y S I C S

S O C I A L  S C I EN C E S

Clustering Methodology for Symbolic Data
Lynne Billard & Edwin Diday
University of Georgia, Athens & Universite de Paris IX - Dauphine, France

�� Provides new classification methodologies for histogram valued data reaching across many fields in data 
science.

�� Demonstrates how to manage a large complex dataset into manageable datasets ready for analysis.

�� Features very large contemporary datasets such as time series, interval-valued data and histogram-
valued data
�� Considers classification models such as dynamical clustering, an extension of K-means, hierarchical 
pyramidal and Kohonen methodology in detail.

�� Includes principal components and correspondence analysis methodology.

�� Features a supporting website hosting relevant software.

Series: Wiley Series in Computational Statistics �  
ISBN: 978-0-470-71393-8 � Cloth � €73.90 � Sep 2019 � 288pp

Subject 1: Science

Subject 2: Mathematics & Statistics 

Icon:

RANKS: C

Sequence:82

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0470713933

The Microbiology of Safe Food, 3rd Edition
Stephen J. Forsythe
Department of Life Sciences, Nottingham Trent University

�� Revised and updated throughout, to reflect emerging microbiological issues of concern in food safety

�� Presented in an easy-to-understand style, making it accessible to professional and student audiences.

�� Unlike many more academic title, the book takes a practical approach, proceeding from the basis that 
safe food for the consumer is the ultimate aim of food microbiology

�� New edition covers advances in genomic analysis techniques as well as genomic epidemiology

ISBN: 978-1-119-40501-6 � Paper � €85.90 � Aug 2019 � 520pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-1-4051-4005-8

Subject 1: Science

Subject 2: Microbiology & Virology

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119405017

RANKS: C

Sequence:83

Photothermal Spectroscopy Methods, 2nd Edition
Stephen E. Bialkowski, Nelson G.C. Astrath & Mikhail A. Proskurnin
Utah State University, Logan

�� New edition updates and expands on applications to chemical analysis and material science including 
new methods of solid state and materials analysis

�� Includes new chemical analysis procedures and apparatuses

�� Provides an unmatched resource that develops a consistent mathematical basis for signal description, 
consolidates previous theories, and provides invaluable insight into laser technology

�� Covers the subject from the ground up, listing all practical considerations needed to obtain accurate 
results, and provides a working knowledge of the various methods in use–including photoacoustics and 
photopyroelectric techniques

Series: Chemical Analysis: A Series of Monographs on Analytical Chemistry and Its Applications �  
ISBN: 978-1-119-27907-5 � Cloth � €162.00 � Jun 2019 � 528pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-0-471-57467-5

Subject 1: Science

Subject 2: Physics

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119279070

RANKS: C

Sequence:84

Archaeological Theory, 3rd Edition
An Introduction
Matthew Johnson
Northwestern University

�� Thoroughly updated and enhanced new edition that reflects the latest thinking in archaeological methods

�� Explores the increasing diversity of approaches to archaeological theory

�� Delves into theories outside of the English-speaking world

�� Includes a comprehensive glossary, bibliography, and engaging suggestions for further readings 

ISBN: 978-1-118-47502-7 � Paper � €22.90 � Mar 2019 � 400pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-1-4051-0015-1

Subject 1: Science

Subject 2: Social Sciences

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111847502X

RANKS: C

Sequence:85

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0470713933
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119405017
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119279070
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111847502X
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Experimental Methods in Survey Research
Techniques that Combine Random Sampling with Random Assignment
Paul J. Lavrakas, Michael W. Traugott, Courtney Kennedy, Allyson L. Holbrook & Allyson L. Holbrook & Edith de 
Leeuw
Nielsen Media Research & Utrecht University, The Netherlands

�� Fills a gap in the current literature by successfully combining the subjects of survey methodology and 
research methodology

�� Offers a wide range of types of experimentation in survey research with in-depth coverage of their 
various methodologies and applications 

�� Features chapter contributions from a group of well-known experts in the fields of survey methodology, 
social science, and behavioral science

�� Presents advances in the research field of survey experiments, as well as relevant references in each 
chapter for further study

�� Includes plenty of vignettes and specific examples on the inter disciplinary use of surveys in the context 
of experiments to obtain validity

Series: Wiley Series in Survey Methodology �  
ISBN: 978-1-119-08374-0 � Cloth � €112.00 � Sep 2019 � 544pp

Subject 1: Science

Subject 2: Social Sciences

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119083745

RANKS: C

Sequence:86

Experimental 
Methods in 

Survey  
Research

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119083745


Technology,  
Engineering, Architecture 
& Construction
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Satellite Communications, 3rd Edition
Timothy Pratt & Jeremy E. Allnutt

Most textbooks on communications systems offer little more than a very long sequence of 
equations that permit the mathematically literate reader to analyze an existing system, but 
provide little understanding of how to design a communication system or how real systems 
actually work. This welcome new edition of a classic text places understanding at its core, 
enabling the reader to fully grasp the topic, whilst still providing the expected rigorous 
principles and parameters. Fully updated to meet the realities of 21st century study, the 
authors acknowledge that the modern student will seek additional references online and 
from a wide range of sources, so the book is self-contained with worked examples in each 
chapter. The authors focus on the student/instructor experience, to provide the essential 
satellite communications resource.  

About the Authors

Timothy	Pratt, Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Virginia Tech, 
USA.  Pratt received his doctoral degree from the University of Birmingham, UK, and is a 
senior member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineering and the Institute of 
Electrical Engineers in Britain as well as the Radio Club of America. 

	Jeremy	Allnutt, Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, George 
Mason University, USA. Allnutt earned his Ph.D. in electrical engineering from the University 
of Salford, UK, in 1970. He spent one year as Professor of Telecommunications Systems at 
the University of York, UK.

Subject 1: Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction

Subject 2: Communications Technology

Icon:

RANKS: B

Sequence:87

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119482178

Satellite 
Communications, 

3rd Edition

ISBN: 978-1-119-48217-8 
Cloth � 600pp � Sep 2019 
€122.00

Previous Edition:  
978-81-265-0833-4

AWS	Certified	Cloud	Practitioner	
Study Guide
Exam CLF-C01
Ben Piper & David Clinton

Set	yourself	apart	by	becoming	an	AWS	Certified	Cloud	Practitioner

Take the next step in your career by expanding and validating your skills on the Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) Cloud. The AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner Study Guide: Exam CLF-C01 
provides a solid introduction to this industry-leading technology, relied upon by thousands 
of businesses across the globe, as well as the resources you need to prove your knowledge 
in the AWS Certification Exam. This guide offers complete and thorough treatment of all 
topics included in the exam, beginning with a discussion of what the AWS cloud is and 
its basic global infrastructure and architectural principles. Other chapters dive into the 
technical, exploring core characteristics of deploying and operating in the AWS Cloud 
Platform, as well as basic security and compliance aspects and the shared security model. In 
addition, the text identifies sources of documentation or technical assistance, such as white 
papers or support tickets.

About the Authors

David	Clinton (Toronto, Ontario) is a system administrator, teacher, and writer.

Ben	Piper (Summerville, SC) is an IT consultant who has authored over 20 courses covering 
Amazon Web Services, networking, Puppet, and Windows Server Administration. 

Subject 1: Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction

Subject 2: Computing

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119490707

RANKS: B

Sequence:88

ISBN: 978-1-119-49070-8 
Paper � 456pp � Sep 2019 
€57.90

CO M M U N I C AT I O N S T EC H N O LO G Y

CO M PU T I N G

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119482178
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119490707
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CO N S T R U C T I O N M A N AG EM EN T

EN G I N EER I N G

Managing Design
Conversations, Project Controls and Best Practices for Commercial Design and Construction 
Projects
Michael Alan Lefevre

�� This guide to managing design process within the commercial design and construction industry addresses 
a growing pain point in an industry where collaborative approaches to project delivery are outpacing the 
way professionals work

�� Synthesizes issues by investigating the ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘who’ of the discipline of managing design, and 
gives the ‘what’ and ‘when’ to apply the solutions given various project delivery and contracting methods

�� Candid interviews with over 40 industry leaders - architects, engineers, contractors, owners, educators, 
technology evangelists, and authors - present a broad look at current issues and offer paths to future 
collaboration and change

ISBN: 978-1-119-56176-7 � Cloth � €69.90 � Jul 2019 � 384pp

Subject 1: Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction

Subject 2: Construction Management

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119561760

RANKS: C

Sequence:89

Managing Project Risks
Peter J Edwards, Paulo Vaz-Serra & Michael Edwards

�� All projects are exposed to risk, so risk management is an important aspect of project management

�� A comprehensive overview of project risk management, presented in a systematic and logically 
progressive way

�� Emphasises the importance of capturing and exploiting project risk knowledge

�� Provides guidance on implementing and building (or improving) project risk management systems in 
organisations

ISBN: 978-1-119-48975-7 � Cloth � €91.90 � Sep 2019 � 288pp

Subject 1: Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction

Subject 2: Construction Management

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111948975X

RANKS: C

Sequence:90

Planning and Executing Credible Experiments
Robert J. Moffat & Roy W. Henk

�� A comprehensive guide to experiment planning, execution and analysis

�� Is self-contained, from initial conception, through execution of the experiment, to final report

�� Prepares the reader to anticipate the choices faced throughout an experiment

�� Each chapter proposes questions that an experimenter will need to ask and answer during each stage of 
planning and execution.

�� Includes real-world examples from industrial experiments

�� Accompanied by a website hosting open-source software

ISBN: 978-1-119-53287-3 � Cloth � €109.00 � Sep 2019 � 325pp

Subject 1: Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction

Subject 2: Engineering

Icon:

RANKS: C

Sequence:91

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119532876

Planning and 
Executing 
Credible 

Experiments

Power System Dynamics with Computer Based Modeling and Analysis
Yoshihide Hase, Tanuj Khandelwal & Kazuyuki Kameda

�� Combines computer modeling of power systems, including analysis techniques, from an engineering 
consultant’s perspective

�� Uses practical analytical software to help teach how to obtain the relevant data, formulate ‘what-if’ cases, 
and perform data analysis into meaningful information

�� Includes mathematical details of power system analysis and power system dynamics

ISBN: 978-1-119-48745-6 � Cloth � €142.00 � Sep 2019 � 1144pp

Subject 1: Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction

Subject 2: Engineering

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119487455

RANKS: C

Sequence:92

Power System 
Dynamics with 

Computer 
Based Modeling 

and Analysis

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119561760
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111948975X
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119532876
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119487455
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M EC H A N I C A L  EN G I N EER I N G

S O F T WA R E

Principles of Turbomachinery, 2nd Edition
Seppo A. Korpela

�� New edition includes 50% more exercises for the new edition

�� New edition replaces MATLAB/EES for all the examples and exercises for which computer calculations are 
needed with GNU/OCTAVE, a free software

�� Allows for a smooth transition from the study of thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, and heat transfer to 
the subject of turbomachinery for students and professionals

�� Organizes content so that more difficult material is left to the later sections of each chapter, allowing 
instructors to customize and tailor their courses for their students

ISBN: 978-1-119-51808-2 � Cloth � €129.00 � Sep 2019 � 512pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-53672-8

Subject 1: Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction

Subject 2: Mechanical Engineering

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119518083

RANKS: C

Sequence:93

Systems Engineering of Software-Enabled Systems
Richard E. Fairley
Software Engineering Management Associates and Colorado Technical University in Colorado Springs

�� Begins each chapter with an introduction that identifies what the reader should learn and concludes with 
a discussion of key points and exercises for review

�� Includes numerous references that provide additional readings for development of software-enabled 
physical systems

�� Provides two case studies as running examples throughout the text and four as appendices

Series: Wiley – IEEE � ISBN: 978-1-119-53501-0 � Cloth � €125.00 � Sep 2019 � 460pp

Subject 1: Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction

Subject 2: Software

Icon:

URL: http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119535018

RANKS: C

Sequence:94

Systems 
Engineering of 

Software-
Enabled 
Systems

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119518083
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119535018
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ISBN Title Author Binding Pub Date Price  
(€) Page Qty

Business

978-1-119-59455-0
Direct Selling Success: From Amway to 
Zombies

Gage Paper Sep 2019 €19.90 2

978-1-119-57356-2
Swim!: How a Shark, a Suckerfish, and a 
Parasite Teach You Leadership, Mentoring, and 
Next Level Success

 Bond Cloth Sep 2019 €21.90 2

978-1-119-57815-4
Duty of Care: An Executive Guide for Corporate 
Boards in the Digital Era

 Calder Cloth Jul 2019 €37.90 3

978-1-119-60049-7
Follow the Feeling: Branding Yourself in a 
Noisy World

Wright Cloth Sep 2019 €26.90 3

978-0-85708-811-6
The Art of Healthy Living: How Good Nutrition 
And Improved Wellbeing Leads To Increased 
Productivity, Vitality And Happiness

Kelly Paper Sep 2019 €15.90 4

978-1-119-21228-7
The Corporate Culture Survival Guide, 3rd 
Edition

H. Schein, 
Schein

Cloth Sep 2019 €32.90 5

Consumer

978-1-119-59231-0 Fitbit For Dummies McFedries Paper Sep 2019 €21.90 7

978-1-119-60610-9 Fortnite For Dummies Loguidice Paper Sep 2019 €15.90 7

Finance and Accounting

978-1-119-56684-7
Detecting Accounting Fraud Before It’s Too 
Late

Amat Cloth May 2019 €45.90 9

978-1-119-57929-8 Cryptocurrency Mining For Dummies Kent, Millen Paper Sep 2019 €26.90 9

978-1-119-52616-2
Private Capital Investing: The Handbook of 
Private Debt and Private Equity

Ippolito Cloth Sep 2019 €55.90 9

Health Sciences

978-1-119-37264-6
Management of Dental Emergencies in 
Children and Adolescents

Neuhaus, Lussi Paper Jul 2019 €73.90 11

978-1-119-21870-8
Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology: A Diagnostic 
Approach, 2nd Edition

MacDonald Cloth May 2019 €185.00 11

978-1-118-96288-6
Cancer: Prevention, Early Detection, Treatment 
and Recovery, 2nd Edition

Stein, Luebbers Paper Jun 2019 €91.90 11

978-1-119-40979-3 Cardiac Problems in Pregnancy, 4th Edition Elkayam Cloth Sep 2019 €182.00 11

978-1-119-40566-5
Common Contact Allergens: A Practical Guide 
to Detecting Contact Dermatitis

McFadden, 
Puangpet, 
Pongpairoj, 
Thaiwat, Lee

Paper Sep 2019 €122.00 12

978-0-470-74863-3 Essential Forensic Medicine Vanezis Paper Sep 2019 €42.90 12

978-1-119-52388-8
Medical Statistics from Scratch: An 
Introduction for Health Professionals, 4th 
Edition

Bowers Paper Sep 2019 €43.90 12

978-3-527-34304-1
Neglected Tropical Diseases:Drug Discovery 
and Development

Swinney, 
Pollastri, 
Mannhold, 
Buschmann, 
Holenz

Cloth Sep 2019 €159.00 12

978-1-119-52431-1 Operative Dictations in Urology Surgery
Armenakas, 
Fracchia, Golan

Paper Jul 2019 €85.90 13

978-1-119-26393-7
TNM Supplement: A Commentary on Uniform 
Use, 5th Edition

Wittekind, 
Brierley, Lee, 
van Eycken

Paper Jul 2019 €44.90 13

978-1-119-41314-1
Renal Nursing: Care and Management of 
People with Kidney Disease, 5th Edition

Thomas Paper Jul 2019 €55.90 13
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ISBN Title Author Binding Pub Date Price  
(€) Page Qty

Humanities and Social Sciences

978-1-5095-3821-8
With Child: Lee Child and the Readers of Jack 
Reacher

Martin Cloth Sep 2019 €67.90 15

978-1-5095-3822-5
With Child: Lee Child and the Readers of Jack 
Reacher

Martin Paper Sep 2019 €15.90 15

978-1-5095-3338-1 Mediarchy Citton Cloth Sep 2019 €67.90 16

978-1-5095-3339-8 Mediarchy Citton Paper Sep 2019 €22.90 16

978-1-5095-3845-4 Participatory Culture: Interviews Jenkins Cloth Sep 2019 €TBA 17

978-1-5095-3846-1 Participatory Culture: Interviews Jenkins Paper Sep 2019 €TBA 17

978-1-5095-2895-0
Should Robots Replace Teachers?: AI and the 
Future of Education

Selwyn Cloth Sep 2019 €42.90 18

978-1-5095-2896-7
Should Robots Replace Teachers?:AI and the 
Future of Education

Selwyn Paper Sep 2019  €TBA 18

978-1-119-10790-3 A Companion to Experimental Film Windhausen Cloth Sep 2019 €179.00 19

978-1-5095-3582-8 Conspiracy Theories Cassam Cloth Sep 2019 €42.90 20

978-1-5095-3583-5 Conspiracy Theories Cassam Paper Sep 2019 €12.90 20

978-1-5095-3504-0 For a Politics of the Common Good
Badiou, 
Engelmann

Cloth Sep 2019 €42.90 21

978-1-5095-3505-7 For a Politics of the Common Good
Badiou, 
Engelmann

Paper Sep 2019 €12.90 21

978-1-5095-3354-1 Resident Foreigners: A Philosophy of Migration Di Cesare Cloth Sep 2019 €67.90 22

978-1-5095-3355-8 Resident Foreigners: A Philosophy of Migration Di Cesare Paper Sep 2019 €22.90 22

978-1-5095-3528-6 White Privilege Sullivan Cloth Sep 2019 €42.90 23

978-1-5095-3529-3 White Privilege Sullivan Paper Sep 2019 €12.90 23

978-1-5095-2973-5 Socrates Prior Cloth Sep 2019 €67.90 24

978-1-5095-2974-2 Socrates Prior Paper Sep 2019 €21.90 24

978-1-5095-3113-4 Russia and America: The Asymmetric Rivalry Tsygankov Cloth Sep 2019 €61.90 25

978-1-5095-3114-1 Russia and America: The Asymmetric Rivalry Tsygankov Paper Sep 2019  €TBA 25

978-1-5095-3683-2 The Far Right Today Mudde Cloth Sep 2019 €48.90 26

978-1-5095-3684-9 The Far Right Today Mudde Paper Sep 2019 €15.90 26

978-1-5095-3486-9 Austerity Konzelmann Cloth Sep 2019 €55.90 27

978-1-5095-3487-6 Austerity Konzelmann Paper Sep 2019 €18.90 27

978-0-7456-5411-9 Identity Politics in the United States Brown-Dean Cloth Sep 2019 €67.90 28

978-0-7456-5412-6 Identity Politics in the United States Brown-Dean Paper Sep 2019 €22.90 28

978-1-5095-3312-1 In Defence of Democracy Fuller Cloth Sep 2019 €61.90 29

978-1-5095-3313-8 In Defence of Democracy Fuller Paper Sep 2019 €19.90 29

978-1-5095-3544-6 Is Globalization Over? Green Cloth Sep 2019 €61.90 30

978-1-5095-3545-3 Is Globalization Over? Green Paper Sep 2019 €19.90 30

978-1-5095-3160-8 Socialism Lamb Cloth Sep 2019 €55.90 31

978-1-5095-3161-5 Socialism Lamb Paper Sep 2019 €18.90 31

978-1-5095-0471-8 Failure
Appadurai, 
Alexander

Cloth Sep 2019 €48.90 32

978-1-5095-0472-5 Failure
Appadurai, 
Alexander

Paper Sep 2019  €TBA 32

978-1-5095-3495-1 Wandering Souls Nathan Cloth Sep 2019 €61.90 33
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ISBN Title Author Binding Pub Date Price  
(€) Page Qty

978-1-5095-3496-8 Wandering Souls Nathan Paper Sep 2019 €19.90 33

978-0-7456-6577-1 The Crisis of Expertise Eyal Cloth Sep 2019 €61.90 34

978-0-7456-6578-8 The Crisis of Expertise Eyal Paper Sep 2019 €21.90 34

978-1-5095-3171-4
The Telemachus Complex: Parents and 
Children after the Decline of the Father

Recalcati Cloth Sep 2019 €61.90 35

978-1-5095-3172-1
The Telemachus Complex: Parents and 
Children after the Decline of the Father

Recalcati Paper Sep 2019 €19.90 35

978-1-5095-3824-9
What Makes a Social Crisis?: The Societalization 
of Social Problems

Alexander Cloth Sep 2019 €61.90 36

978-1-5095-3825-6
What Makes a Social Crisis?: The Societalization 
of Social Problems

Alexander Paper Sep 2019 €19.90 36

Science

978-1-119-38397-0
Byproducts from Agriculture and Fisheries: 
Adding Value for Food, Feed, Farmer, and Fuels

Simpson, Aryee, 
Toldr

Cloth Aug 2019 €232.00 38

978-1-119-57529-0
Medaka: Biology, Management, and 
Experimental Protocols, 2nd Edition

Murata, 
Kinoshita, 
Kamei, Tanaka, 
Naruse

Cloth Sep 2019 €225.00 38

978-3-527-34570-0 Enzyme-Based Computing Systems Katz Cloth Sep 2019 €159.00 38

978-1-119-30416-6 Green Oxidation in Organic Synthesis Jiao, Stahl Cloth Aug 2019 €149.00 38

978-3-527-34457-4 Synthesis of Inorganic Materials, 4th Edition
Schubert, 
Husing

Paper Aug 2019 €79.00 39

978-3-527-32783-6 The Fundamentals of Process Intensification
Stankiewicz, 
Gerven, 
Stefanidis

Paper Aug 2019 €75.00 39

978-1-119-46588-1
The Organometallic Chemistry of the 
Transition Metals, 7th Edition

Crabtree Cloth Sep 2019 €115.00 39

978-3-527-41385-0 Crystal Optics: Properties and Applications Bain Cloth Jul 2019 €159.00 39

978-1-119-35918-0
Techniques for Disaster Risk Management and 
Mitigation

Srivastava, 
Singh, Mohanty, 
Murty

Cloth Aug 2019 €175.00 40

978-0-470-62612-2 The Science of Climate Change Islam Cloth Jun 2019 €179.00 40

978-1-118-79418-0
The Wind Power Story: A Century of Innovation 
that Reshaped the Global Energy Landscape

Owens Paper Sep 2019 €45.90 40

978-1-119-46338-2
VFD Challenges for Shipboard Electrical Power 
System Design

Islam Paper Jul 2019 €55.90 40

978-1-119-45605-6
Mastering Brewing Science: Quality and 
Production

Farber, Barth Paper Sep 2019 €115.00 40

978-1-119-12945-5
Whole Grains and their Bioactives: 
Composition and Health

Johnson, 
Wallace

Cloth May 2019 €182.00 41

978-1-118-07192-2 Modern Manufacturing Processes Koc, Ozel Cloth Sep 2019 €115.00 41

978-3-527-41381-2
Surface and Interface Science: Volume 9: 
Applications I / Volume 10: Applications II

Wandelt Cloth Aug 2019 €369.00 41

978-0-470-71393-8 Clustering Methodology for Symbolic Data Billard, Diday Cloth Sep 2019 €73.90 42

978-1-119-40501-6 The Microbiology of Safe Food, 3rd Edition Forsythe Paper Aug 2019 €85.90 42

978-1-119-27907-5
Photothermal Spectroscopy Methods, 
2nd Edition

Bialkowski, 
Astrath, 
Proskurnin

Cloth Jun 2019 €162.00 42

978-1-118-47502-7
Archaeological Theory: An Introduction, 
3rd Edition

Johnson Paper Mar 2019 €22.90 42
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978-1-119-08374-0
Experimental Methods in Survey Research: 
Techniques that Combine Random Sampling 
with Random Assignment

Lavrakas, 
Traugott, 
Kennedy, 
Holbrook, de 
Leeuw

Cloth Sep 2019 €112.00 43

Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction

978-1-119-48217-8 Satellite Communications, 3rd Edition Pratt, Allnutt Cloth Sep 2019 €122.00 45

978-1-119-49070-8
AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner Study Guide: 
Exam CLF-C01

Piper, Clinton Paper Sep 2019 €57.90 45

978-1-119-56176-7
Managing Design: Conversations, Project 
Controls and Best Practices for Commercial 
Design and Construction Projects

LeFevre Cloth Jul 2019 €69.90 46

978-1-119-48975-7 Managing Project Risks
Edwards, Vaz-
Serra, Edwards

Cloth Sep 2019 €91.90 46

978-1-119-53287-3 Planning and Executing Credible Experiments Moffat, Henk Cloth Sep 2019 €109.00 46

978-1-119-48745-6
Power System Dynamics with Computer Based 
Modeling and Analysis

Hase, 
Khandelwal, 
Kameda

Cloth Sep 2019 €142.00 46

978-1-119-51808-2 Principles of Turbomachinery, 2nd Edition Korpela Cloth Sep 2019 €129.00 47

978-1-119-53501-0
Systems Engineering of Software-Enabled 
Systems

Fairley Cloth Sep 2019 €125.00 47
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